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Uncertainty and Deterrence
Yakov Ben-Haim, PHD*

Strategic decisions of war or peace are surrounded by uncertainty arising from 
geopolitics, the adversary’s intentions, third parties, doctrinal innovations, 
new technologies, and more. Due to surprising future developments, what 
looks like the better option may turn out much worse than a putatively worse 

choice. When one option looks better but is far more uncertain than another alterna-
tive, the planner may select the latter even though it is ostensibly less attractive. In 
making one’s choices or when anticipating those of an adversary, one must consider 
both the estimated outcomes of the selections and the uncertainties of these esti-
mates. Preference ranking of options may be reversed from their evident order due to 
uncertainty. This article develops an analytic framework for studying this reversal of 
preference in evaluating deterrence, without any probabilistic assumptions. It does 
not propose a theory of deterrence but a method for analyzing and choosing between 
options. The analysis is based on two concepts: the innovation dilemma and robustly 
satisfying critical requirements.

This study responds to two weaknesses in theories of deterrence. First, the treat-
ment of uncertainty is inadequate. Deductive mathematical approaches from rational-
choice theory often treat uncertainty as a probability that, even when labeled as sub-
jective, is too structured to capture the richness of decision makers’ ignorance. 
Inductive or case-based theories are vulnerable to Solomon’s error of presuming that 
the rich diversity of the past characterizes the rich variability of the future.1 In fact, 
the future is far more surprising and inventive than the past. Second, rational-choice 
theories of deterrence presume that the decision maker’s goal is—and should be—to 
achieve the substantively best possible outcome. Doing so is not prescriptively feasible 
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under severe uncertainty. Rather, decision makers should prioritize their options ac-
cording to robustness against surprise in attempting to realize critical or essential (but 
not necessarily optimal) outcomes.

A decision maker faces an innovation dilemma when choosing between a new 
and innovative option and the current state of the art.2 The innovation dilemma is a 
paradigm, a metaphor—originating in the technological realm—that is relevant to 
decisions under uncertainty in all domains, including the strategic decision to initiate 
or refrain from war. Returning to the metaphor, one finds that new technologies often 
yield better outcomes than standard technologies. However, what is new is usually 
less thoroughly studied and less well understood than what is old. Hence, the new 
technology may entail unexpected and severely adverse consequences that could make 
it much worse than the current state of the art. The strategic planner who must choose 
between an innovative strategy and a more standard policy faces an innovation di-
lemma. The latter is a paradigm for the dilemmas of uncertainty that face the strategic 
planner, even when the options do not entail innovative technology. In many situa-
tions, the innovation dilemma is an instance of the security dilemma due to the great 
uncertainty surrounding the intentions and capabilities of a state’s potential adversar-
ies, as discussed elsewhere.3

To “satisfice” means to satisfy a critical or essential outcome requirement. The 
decision strategy called robust satisficing is motivated by severe uncertainty. Good 
outcomes are better than bad ones, suggesting that the best outcome is best. However, 
when an option must be selected despite severe uncertainty in the outcomes of all 
available options, the logic of outcome optimization is not implementable: we don’t 
know which option will have the best outcome. In this situation, the strategic deci-
sion maker in a deterrent situation can ask what outcome must be attained or, equiv-
alently, what the worst tolerable outcome is. Under severe uncertainty, the robust-
satisficing planner chooses the option that will produce the required outcome over 
the widest range of deviation of future reality from current anticipation. As we will 
see, the robust-satisficing choice may differ from the outcome-optimizing choice.

The article shows how robust satisficing is used to manage an innovation di-
lemma in the context of strategic decisions of war or peace. As mentioned above, it 
does not propose a theory of deterrence but a method for analyzing and choosing 
between options. After critiquing deterrence theory, the article then presents a formal 
analysis of info-gap robust satisficing, the innovation dilemma, and the loss of deter-
rence.4 The following section discusses a historical example. The goal here is not de-
scriptive but illustrative: to demonstrate how decision makers could have imple-
mented robust satisficing as a decision strategy. The article then considers a 
theoretical application, stressing prescription over description.

Three caveats are necessary. First, the study examines binary choices between 
war and no war. However, strategic choices are rarely binary. Nonetheless, the analysis 
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provides a conceptual framework for understanding and supporting real decision 
processes under uncertainty. Second, the discussion is limited (mostly) to conflict 
between two states. The world is never strictly bipolar although subconflicts, camps, 
or coalitions often emerge that resolve confrontations into bipolarity at some level. 
Extension to multistate conflict remains largely unexplored. Third, the article exam-
ines “the planner” or “the decision maker,” while governments are rarely unitary ac-
tors. However, the analysis can be applied separately to individual protagonists, illu-
minating their positions. Moreover, the info-gap robust-satisficing methodology is a 
prescriptive tool for individual decision makers.

Critique of Deterrence Theories
This portion addresses both quantitative and qualitative treatments of uncer-

tainty and the optimization of outcomes.

Treatment of Uncertainty: Quantitative Probabilistic and Game-Theoretic 
Approaches

In a series of articles, R. Harrison Wagner develops an approach to deterrence based 
on game theory, with incomplete information represented by subjective probabilities, 
primarily in the context of bipolar nuclear competition. He argues that bargaining 
between competing powers exists solely because of “lack of complete information 
about each other’s values.”5 The bargaining hinges on assessments of credibility or 
probability of threat rather than certainty of threat. Wagner subsequently asserts that 
“the use of nuclear counterforce strategies . . . is not necessarily inconsistent with ra-
tional behavior.”6

These game-theoretical arguments depend on incomplete information repre-
sented, for instance, by probabilities of strikes, counterstrikes, and levels of damage. 
Putative values of these probabilities can lead to rational prioritization among the 
options (e.g., counterforce strike or not). Wagner continues the exploration of game 
theory for “formalization of theories of deterrence that incorporate incomplete infor-
mation, learning and the development of reputations” and studies “how much misper-
ception by foreign decision-makers is consistent with rationality, in light of these new 
developments in game theory.”7 In a long section entitled “Deterrence and Uncer-
tainty,” he explains that each protagonist “must estimate the probability” that the 
other protagonist will act or not act in particular ways. Furthermore, “probability . . . 
can only be a subjective probability.”8 After characterizing subjective probability, 
Wagner comments on why it is not necessarily unique and shows that evaluation of 
probability can be quite involved. He also notes that there can be dispute over utility 
assignments.9
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Responding to Wagner, Anatol Rapoport emphasizes the “formidable difficulty” 
in game theory of obtaining a “meaningful operational definition of subjective prob-
ability” and a “meaningful operational definition of utility,” which “become insuper-
able in the context of nuclear deterrence.”10 Also responding to Wagner, Michael 
McGinnis criticizes the “implausibility of some of the underlying assumptions,” es-
pecially the heavy computational burden required of decision makers to implement a 
game-theoretical analysis. He notes that “neither preferences nor beliefs can be di-
rectly observed, and yet knowledge of both is crucial to any determination of equilib-
rium conditions.”11

Christopher Achen and Duncan Snidal reply, as would Wagner presumably, 
that rational deterrence theory does not suppose the agents actually implement the 
game-theory analysis—only that their behavior is consistent with its rational predic-
tions.12 This point suggests that game theory is useful as a descriptive tool for political 
scientists and historians, but it also indicates its limitations as a prescriptive tool for 
decision makers. McGinnis criticizes the use of game theory because it will “tightly 
constrain the range of uncertainty” while in fact agents may be uncertain about others’ 
preferences and types and degrees of rationality. He adds that “crucial aspects of any 
empirical situation remain outside the formal structure” of game theory.13

Wagner’s important contribution is incorporation of incomplete information in 
a game-theoretic treatment of deterrence. This incorporation is limited, however, to 
probabilistic representation of uncertainty. Although strict Bayesians maintain that 
all uncertainty and ignorance can be represented with subjective probability, Wagner 
expresses some reservations about Bayesian learning despite its attractive features.14

D. Marc Kilgour and Frank Zagare study deterrence and credibility of threats 
given “lack of information about the preferences of one’s opponent.”15 They consider 
the prisoners’ dilemma and modifications of it, recognizing that “the real world, of 
course, is not so simple or transparent. It is characterized by, among other things, 
nuance, ambiguity, equivocation, duplicity, and ultimately uncertainty. Typically, poli-
cymakers are unable to acquire complete information about the intentions of their 
opponents; at best, they can hope to obtain probabilistic knowledge of these key de-
terminants of interstate behavior.”16

Probabilistic analyses supply valuable insights although these depend on strong 
assumptions. For example, Philipp Denter and Dana Sisak show how loss of deter-
rence may result from “incomplete information” modeled as parametric uncertainties 
represented by probability densities on bounded finite intervals and other more ex-
plicit assumptions.17

Not all deductive theories rely exclusively on probability. Barry Nalebuff, for 
instance, recognizes that “in the presence of incomplete or imperfect information . . . 
there is no longer any guarantee that the calculations will provide a unique answer.” 
This “indeterminacy” may lead to “a multiplicity of equilibria” that is not resolved 
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probabilistically.18 Recognition that uncertainty may transcend probability is wel-
come and needed, to which we return subsequently. Nonetheless, Nalebuff uses strong 
probabilistic assumptions. His most important innovation is the study of expectations 
by each protagonist of other protagonists’ behavior: “Each side starts with some ex-
pectation about the distribution of the other’s parameter. For analytic convenience, 
we take the initial beliefs to be uniformly distributed between zero and one.”19 One 
wonders how such a model captures, for instance, Egyptian president Gamal Abdel 
Nasser’s uncertain expectations in the mid-1960s about Saudi and Jordanian reaction 
to Egyptian involvement in the civil war in Yemen; Israeli reaction to Egypt’s closing 
the Straits of Tiran; and Arab public reaction to forward deployment of Egyptian 
forces in Sinai.

The approach to uncertainty in the present article, based on info-gap theory, is 
nonprobabilistic and offers a potential supplement or alternative to probability. Info-
gap models of uncertainty are well suited to representing ignorance—for instance, 
incomplete information about protagonists’ preferences.20 Similarly, the nonunique-
ness of subjective probability or utility, mentioned by Wagner, can be captured with 
info-gap theory.21 Most importantly, info-gap robust satisficing can be implemented 
conceptually without resorting to mathematics, as discussed subsequently.22 The in-
novation dilemma developed here can lead to rational reversal of preference among 
the options in light of one’s uncertainties, as we will explain. This study takes the view 
that ignorance and deception may preclude knowledge of probabilities or even full 
identification of the event space. Info-gap robust satisficing provides a response that 
is epistemically less demanding than probabilistic approaches.

Treatment of Uncertainty: Qualitative Historical Approaches

Studying the past refines one’s judgment and insight about possible futures. The his-
torical case-based school claims, rightly, that historical, political, psychological, and 
organizational factors underlie comprehensive understanding of human affairs. How-
ever, that very contextualization may limit the ability to anticipate and respond to 
surprising future contexts.

Authors from historical-inductive schools address uncertainties without em-
ploying probability. In case studies of deterrence in the Middle East, Janice Gross 
Stein emphasizes that success or failure of deterrence depends on leaders’ judgments, 
suspicions, and fears regarding many diverse issues, including opportunities, vulner-
abilities, challenges, political or psychological needs, balance of power, broad historic 
or intrinsic interests, and long-term strategic reputation. Furthermore, a leader’s at-
tention to issues may change over time as circumstances change.23

Similarly, Richard Ned Lebow and Stein claim that theories of deterrence based 
on rational choice theory “are incomplete and flawed” because judgments of “subjec-
tive expected utility will vary enormously depending on actors’ risk propensity and 
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relative emphasis on loss or gain” and because they ignore factors such as domestic 
politics. They also point out that leaders’ preferences will alter over time, asserting that 
“misperception and miscalculation arise from faulty evaluation of available informa-
tion. Studies of deterrence and intelligence failures find that error rarely results from 
inadequate information but is almost always due to theory and stress driven interpre-
tations of evidence.”24 In a subsequent publication, Lebow and Stein point out that 
“existing theories of deterrence rely on technical, context-free definitions of deter-
rence, but deterrence—and any other strategy of conflict management—takes on 
meaning only within the broader political context in which it is situated” and that 
historical context is also important. Furthermore, deterrence may be intertwined with 
other goals such as compellence.25 (Compellence is an action or threat intended to 
induce an adversary to take a specific action, unlike deterrence, which aims to prevent 
a specific action.)

They write that “deterrence encounters are embedded in two kinds of contexts. 
The first . . . concerns the specific situation in which a deterrence encounter arises. The 
second is historical; it consists of the expectations that the adversaries have of each 
other, themselves, and third parties.”26 Similarly, Alexander George and Richard 
Smoke maintain that “deterrence at the substrategic levels of conflict is highly con-
text-dependent [and that] there is a critical need in policy making for good situational 
analysis.”27

As understanding becomes more contextually detailed, it becomes more contex-
tually contingent and potentially less pertinent to the future. Scholars are well aware 
of the trade-off between contingency and generality, as George and Smoke illustrate 
with the concept of “conditional” or “contingent generalizations.”28 The info-gap  
robust-satisficing strategy discussed in this article is a tool for managing that trade-
off. Solomon’s error could be rephrased as saying that the worst that was, is as bad as 
it will ever get. Contextual understanding must support imaginative recognition that 
things will be different, possibly worse than before. One cannot know what is not yet 
devised or discovered, and guessing the future is usually infeasible. One can, however, 
prioritize one’s options according to their robustness against future surprise while 
aiming to satisfy critical goals. This robust-satisficing approach can lead rationally to 
reversal of preference among options, especially when one faces an innovation di-
lemma, as we will see.

Optimization of Outcomes

Rational choice theory postulates that “actors . . . seek to optimize preferences in light 
of other actors’ preferences and options.”29 Likewise, in discussing the role of expecta-
tions in rational deterrence theory, Nalebuff asserts the centrality of “maximizing 
behavior.”30 What is postulated is that actors attempt to optimize the substantive 
quality of the outcome. Paul Huth and Bruce Russett “assume that decision-makers 
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are rational expected utility maximizers. . . . We use ‘rational’ in the sense of being able 
to order one’s preferences, and to choose according to that ordering and perceptions 
of the likelihood of various outcomes. . . . [This] does not require that perceptions be 
accurate, or that a given decision-maker’s preferences be the same as other people’s.”31

George Downs explains that “the calculus [of rational deterrence theory] thrives 
on optimization, but it is compatible with the addition of numerous constraints that 
collectively dull the effects of the optimization assumption to the point where they 
are unrecognizable and quite mild.”32 We claim, however, that constraints limit the 
domain on which solutions are sought but do not alter the logic of seeking the sub-
stantively best outcome. This search may be infeasible and undesirable under severe 
uncertainty, as demonstrated later.

Zagare focuses on the incomplete knowledge and limited analytical capability 
of the decision maker. Citing Duncan Luce and Howard Raiffa, he studies the instru-
mentally rational actor “who, when confronted with ‘two alternatives which give rise 
to outcomes, . . . will choose the one which yields the more preferred outcome.’”33 
However, under severe uncertainty, what looks like the more preferred option may 
turn out worse than the alternative. We show that, when one faces an innovation di-
lemma, this possibility can rationally lead to choosing the evidently less preferred 
option.

Zagare explains that “only two axioms, associated with the logical structure of 
an actor’s preference function, are implicit” in instrumental rationality: connectivity 
and transitivity, pointing out that “connectivity simply means that an actor be able to 
make comparisons among the outcomes in the feasible set and evaluate them in a 
coherent way.” Transitivity means that if option A is preferred to B, and B is preferred 
to C, then A is preferred to C. Zagare continues: “Surely these are minimal require-
ments for a definition of rationality. Without them, choice theory would be well-nigh 
impossible.”34

Transitivity and connectivity imply that the agent chooses the option that is 
anticipated to yield the best outcome. However, sensible decision makers can hold 
nontransitive preferences, as illustrated by the Marquis de Condorcet’s paradox in 
aggregating preferences over several voters.35 Moreover, connectivity depends on 
identifying all relevant options—an often challenging or even infeasible task. Both 
axioms depend on the preferences being stable over time, which need not hold. James 
March has criticized the rigidity of such axioms as “strict morality,” noting that “saints 
are a luxury to be encouraged only in small numbers.”36

We claim that, prescriptively, it is better to optimize the reliability or confidence 
of achieving critical goals than to try to attain the highest possible goal. It is not op-
timization per se that is objectionable; we advocate optimizing the robustness. But 
robustness is an attribute of a decision, not a substantive “good” that is enjoyed at the 
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outcome. It is unrealistic, as shown subsequently, to try optimizing the substantive 
outcome under severe uncertainty.

Deterrence and Uncertainty
We distinguish between two aspects of the relationship between deterrence and 

uncertainty. First, uncertainty deters. Second, deterrence is uncertain.
On the first point, that uncertainty deters, Yehoshafat Harkabi writes that “deter-

rence, one can suppose, results not from certainty that the threat [of massive nuclear 
response] would be realized, but from uncertainty that it would not be realized. Thus, 
it is not certainty, but rather doubt, that deters.”37 In a similar vein, but not limited to 
the nuclear context, Thomas Schelling observes that the threat of a limited war “is a 
threat that all-out war may occur, not that it certainly will occur, if the other party 
engages in certain actions” (emphasis in original). Hence, “the supreme objective [of 
limited war] may not be to assure that it stays limited, but rather to keep the risk of 
all-out war within moderate limits above zero” (emphasis in original).38 The other 
party is deterred by the uncertain possibility of all-out war.

The second point, that deterrence is uncertain, derives from myriad uncertainties 
in planning, preparing, and executing war. The difficulty is the tremendous uncer-
tainty in anticipating the development of the conflict. Herman Kahn notes that “his-
tory [meaning the future] has a habit of being richer and more ingenious than the limited 
imaginations of most scholars or laymen” (emphasis in original).39 He analogizes to an 
engineer’s design of a building that must perform “under stress, under hurricane, 
earthquake, snow load, fire, flood, thieves, fools, and vandals. . . . Deterrence is at least 
as important as a building, and we should have the same attitude toward our deterrent 
systems. We may not be able to predict the loads it will have to carry, but we can be 
certain there will be loads of unexpected or implausible severity.”40

The calculations and estimates that underlie deterrence are mostly deliberative, 
not quantitative, and always highly uncertain.41 For example, evaluating the balance 
of local military power underlies deterrence assessment.42 However, evaluating the 
balance of future local power is highly uncertain because it depends on many case-
specific factors: geopolitics, adversary capability and commitment, extent of forward-
deployed friendly combat power, the adversary’s unknown future access-denial tech-
nologies, and so forth. Similarly, deterrence depends in part on “deciding what targets 
are most valuable in the state to be deterred.”43 In the Persian Gulf War of 1991, the 
US threat to remove Saddam Hussein’s regime was an effective choice of target that, 
David Szabo argues, deterred the use of weapons of mass destruction by the Iraqi 
regime. In other situations, identifying high-value targets may be much more difficult 
and uncertain because they depend on unfamiliar cultural values of the adversary, as 
in a conflict with the Taliban or the Vietcong.
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Assessing or planning deterrence depends on judgments based on the best avail-
able knowledge. However, this knowledge is inevitably wrong—sometimes substan-
tially wrong—and the error may have “unexpected or implausible severity.” This ar-
ticle concentrates on the implications of this principle for deterrence and its failure. 
Stated differently, even though uncertainty deters, we will demonstrate that deter-
rence can be lost because of uncertainty—not in the sense that enemies miscalculate 
but in the sense that prioritization of options (e.g., use or don’t use weapons of mass 
destruction) is fundamentally altered under severe uncertainty. This phenomenon 
may be important in explaining the paradoxical or seemingly irrational breakdown of 
deterrence. Our emphasis, though, is prescriptive—how planners can manage uncer-
tainty in deterrent situations. Info-gap robust satisficing is a generic decision meth-
odology applicable to any deterrent situation such as conventional or nuclear war, 
asymmetric war, or terror.44

Innovation Dilemma: Formal Analysis

This section formulates the concept of an innovation dilemma—a paradigm for deci-
sion under severe uncertainty, through which we identify situations in which deter-
rence may fail. Following the presentation of a formal analysis of the innovation di-
lemma is a discussion of the relationship between the prisoner’s dilemma and the 
innovation dilemma and a summary of the formal characteristics of the info-gap 
analysis of the innovation dilemma.

The choice and its dilemma. An analyst must choose between two alternatives 
with severely uncertain outcomes. One alternative is purportedly better, but also 
much more uncertain, than the other. This analysis is based on info-gap decision 
theory in which uncertainty means substantial lack of knowledge or understanding 
about essential aspects of the problem.

Consider a conflict between two states. We reason from the position of one side, 
and we must choose between two highly stylized strategies: either initiate war (IW) 
or do not initiate war (NIW). In the hypothetical example, NIW is more attractive 
than IW because available knowledge and understanding indicate that the other side 
won’t initiate war, so war would not ensue. (Our analysis is also applicable to the re-
verse situation in which IW is more attractive.)

However, the available knowledge and understanding—referred to as our 
“model”—are highly uncertain. This uncertainty is especially acute regarding our 
adoption of NIW. The adversary’s reasoning may differ from ours, and we may not 
fathom his thinking. For instance, regarding the Strategic Defense Initiative in the 
mid-1980s, David Windmiller comments that “the Soviets are fundamentally differ-
ent from Americans in their politics, ideology, social system, the way they think about 
peace and security, and in their world outlook.”45 Attitudes may differ towards coun-
tervalue (civilian and economic targets) rather than counterforce (targeting retalia-
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tory capability) as an IW strategy. Thus, NIW is accompanied by substantial uncer-
tainty and might result in vastly greater damage than anticipated because the adversary 
might preempt with IW.

There is, of course, uncertainty about the outcome of adopting IW, for which the 
damage might be “severe” or perhaps “huge”—or maybe even “devastating.” The range 
of this uncertainty, although significant, is much less than the uncertainty attendant 
upon NIW.

In summary, NIW is anticipated to have a better outcome than IW (based on 
our model in this stylized example), but the model is more uncertain regarding NIW; 
therefore, NIW could be worse than IW. This is an innovation dilemma: should we 
choose the purportedly better but more uncertain and hence potentially worse alter-
native (NIW), or should we choose the purportedly worse but more accurately pre-
dictable and potentially better alternative (IW)? The innovation dilemma induces a 
decision methodology based on robustness against uncertainty that is different, both 
normatively and prescriptively, from what is usually called optimization, as we now 
explain.

Models and outcomes. Here, the term model refers to our information, knowl-
edge, and understanding—both quantitative as well as contextual, subjective, or in-
tuitive. We refer to outcomes and suppose that better ones have less of something 
(like destruction) while poorer ones have more.

Model-based optimization of the outcome. Our model—assuming it is cor-
rect—indicates that NIW will lead to a better outcome (less destruction) than IW. 
The model indicates preference for NIW over IW—called “model-based optimiza-
tion of the outcome.” This choice is a good one when the model is pretty good. How-
ever, info-gap theory provides a critique of this decision strategy when one faces se-
vere uncertainty, as we will see.

As things go wrong. According to our best understanding, NIW is better than 
IW, but we have good reason to believe that our understanding is substantially 
wrong—that is, the model is accompanied by severe uncertainty. This situation pro-
duces a fundamental trade-off, central in info-gap theory, that will ultimately lead to 
a mechanism for loss of deterrence that supports decision making under severe un-
certainty. We first explain the idea intuitively.

Suppose we err just a little: our information and understanding are just a little 
bit wrong. What is the worst outcome that could happen with NIW or with IW? If 
the worst were to happen (assuming we err just a little), which strategy would we 
prefer? Since NIW is purportedly better than IW, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
worst outcome with NIW (with very small error) is still better than the worst out-
come with IW. We would probably still prefer NIW over IW.

Nonetheless, the magnitude of the advantage of worst NIW over worst IW, at 
small error, is probably less than that of putative NIW over putative IW—because 
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NIW is much more uncertain than IW. NIW can go wrong in more ways, and more 
severely, than IW.

Now suppose we err a bit more. Worst NIW is perhaps still better than worst 
IW, but the advantage of NIW over IW is now even smaller.

At some horizon of uncertainty, the worst NIW just equals the worst IW. At an 
even greater horizon of uncertainty, the advantage switches over to IW: worst NIW 
is now worse than worst IW.

So which do we choose, NIW or IW? The choice depends on how wrong our 
model is, but this we don’t know. Herein lies the innovation dilemma. A graphical 
metaphor and then a reinterpretation will lead us towards a solution that assists in 
choosing between alternatives.

Graphical representation. We now consider a useful graphical metaphor for 
the trade-off between the horizon of uncertainty and the worst possible outcome of 
a strategy. The graphs do not represent quantitative analysis; instead, they support 
judgment and deliberation to reach a decision, as we will see.

First consider figure 1, dealing only with the NIW option. The vertical axis is 
the horizon of uncertainty in our model, so the lowest point on that axis is labeled “no 
uncertainty.” Higher points on the vertical axis represent greater uncertainty, such as 
“small” or “large” uncertainty. The horizontal axis represents the worst possible out-
come of NIW for each corresponding horizon of uncertainty. The point at which the 
curve intersects the horizontal axis—at no uncertainty—is the purported no-war 
estimate of damage, based on our model, of the outcome of NIW. The worst possible 
outcome gets worse (larger: more destruction) as the horizon of uncertainty increases. 
Thus, the curve slopes up and to the right. The positive slope represents an irrevocable 
trade-off: the worst that can happen gets progressively worse as the horizon of uncer-
tainty increases.

Horizon of
uncertainty

Worst NIW outcome

large
uncertainty

small
uncertainty

no
uncertainty

Purported outcome of NIW

Worst NIW,
small uncertainty

Worst NIW,
large uncertainty

Figure 1. Uncertainty versus worst outcome for NIW

Figure 2 shows uncertainty versus worst outcome for both strategies. We see 
that the purported outcome for NIW is better (smaller destruction) than the pur-
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ported outcome for IW, as indicated by the relative positions of the horizontal inter-
cepts of the two curves. We also see that, at small uncertainty, the worst NIW out-
come is still better than the worst IW outcome: the short solid vertical line is to the 
left of the short dashed vertical line. However, the curves cross each other because the 
IW curve is steeper than the NIW curve since NIW is accompanied by greater un-
certainty than IW. This intersection of the curves results in the fact that, at large un-
certainty, the worst NIW outcome is now worse than the worst IW outcome: the 
long solid vertical line is to the right of the long dashed vertical line (the reverse of 
the short vertical lines at small uncertainty). In other words, at large uncertainty, IW 
is predicted to have a better worst-outcome than NIW. At large uncertainty, we would 
prefer IW over NIW while at small uncertainty, we preferred NIW over IW when 
considering worst possible outcomes. The preference between the strategies is not 
universal; it changes, depending on the level of uncertainty we consider or, equiva-
lently, the level of destruction we accept. Before continuing to explore the implica-
tions of this preference reversal, we should offer a different interpretation of the axes 
in figures 1 and 2.

Worst NIW or IW outcome

Horizon of
uncertainty

large
uncertainty

small
uncertainty

no
uncertainty

NIW

IW

Figure 2. Uncertainty versus worst outcome for NIW and IW

The trade-off: robustness versus performance. The curve in figure 3 is the same as 
the one in figure 1: starting at any specified uncertainty on the vertical axis, the arrows 
across and down lead us to the corresponding worst possible outcome of NIW at that 
horizon of uncertainty. Figure 4 is the same as figure 3 except that we now reverse the 
direction of reasoning. Looking at the horizontal outcome axis, we ask, What is the 
worst outcome we can tolerate? What is the maximum tolerable damage? Let’s de-
note the worst outcome that is still tolerable (the critical or greatest acceptable dam-
age) by Dc. Now we ask the robustness question: what is the greatest horizon of uncer-
tainty that we can tolerate? What is the greatest horizon of uncertainty up to which 
we are sure that the outcome will not be worse than Dc? The arrows up and to the left 
in figure 4 lead us to the answer. The resulting point on the vertical axis is the greatest 
tolerable uncertainty of the NIW strategy for this outcome requirement. We will call 
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this point the robustness to uncertainty of NIW for this choice of critical damage. The 
robustness is large when vast uncertainty is tolerable; small robustness implies great 
vulnerability to uncertainty.

We can now understand the trade-off mentioned earlier in this section. As the 
required outcome becomes less demanding (further to the right, accepting greater 
damage), the intervention is more robust to ignorance. Conversely, the positive slope 
of the robustness curve in figure 4 implies that robustness-against-uncertainty de-
creases as the outcome requirement becomes more demanding (further to the left, 
lower critical damage). This trade-off between robustness and the outcome require-
ment is intuitively obvious, but it has important implications for choosing a strategy, 
especially when one faces an innovation dilemma, as we now explain.

Horizon of
uncertainty

Worst NIW outcome

specified
uncertainty

Worst NIW

Robustness to
uncertainty

Max tolerable damage

max tolerable
uncertainty

Max tolerable
damage

Robustness to
uncertainty

Max tolerable damage

NIW

D×

IW

Figure 3. Uncertainty versus worst outcome for NIW

Figure 4. Robustness versus maximum tolerable damage for NIW

Figure 5. Robustness versus maximum tolerable damage for NIW and IW

Preference reversal and the innovation dilemma. Figure 5 plots the robustness 
curves for IW and NIW. These curves cross each other, just as in figure 2. The inter-
section between the robustness curves in figure 5 expresses the innovation dilemma. 
Comparing NIW and IW in this figure, we see that NIW is purportedly better 
(horizontal intercept further left) but more uncertain (lower slope) than IW. The 
greater uncertainty of NIW causes the robustness of NIW to increase more slowly as 
the critical requirement is relaxed: the curve for NIW rises more slowly than the 
curve for IW as we move right on the horizontal axis (greater critical damage). Hence, 
their robustness curves intersect because NIW hits the horizontal axis to the left of 
IW. The graphical manifestation of the innovation dilemma, and of the resulting 
preference reversal, is that the robustness curves of the two alternatives intersect in 
figure 5. NIW is more robust—thus preferred over IW—if the outcome requirements 
are very demanding (the performance requirement is less than Dx on the horizontal 
axis). For less demanding outcome requirements (the performance requirement ex-
ceeds Dx), then IW is more robust than NIW and therefore IW is preferred.
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The purported preference is for NIW over IW, implying that war would (pur-
portedly) be avoided. However, if the acceptable level of damage is large enough 
(exceeding Dx), then IW is preferred over NIW, implying that war occurs and deter-
rence has failed. In other words, uncertainty leads to the possible loss of deterrence 
even though the apparent preference of both parties is for the avoidance of war. This 
mechanism acts even though the robustness curves in figure 5 are schematic and 
cannot be evaluated quantitatively. The value of Dx is unknown, but deterrence can fail 
as a result of uncertainty even though the best knowledge and understanding of both 
parties indicate that no war is preferred.

Robust satisficing: summary. The decision strategy described above entails two 
elements. The first is called “satisficing”: the decision maker must satisfy an outcome 
requirement. Second, more robustness against uncertainty is preferred over less ro-
bustness. Taken together, robust satisficing is the decision strategy that chooses be-
tween alternatives to produce the required outcome as robustly as possible. Robust 
satisficing attempts to satisfice the requirements over the widest range of deviation of 
reality from the model.

Conceptually different from outcome optimization, robust satisficing may lead 
to different decisions from outcome optimization. The model-based, outcome- 
optimal choice is for NIW over IW, as illustrated by the horizontal intercepts in 
figure 5: NIW is predicted by our model to be better than IW. The robust-satisficing 
choice is the same if the critical requirement, Dc , is less than the crossing level Dx. On 
the other hand, robust satisficing and outcome optimization disagree if Dc exceeds Dx. 
Outcome optimization and robust satisficing may, or may not, agree in managing an 
innovation dilemma. However, even when they agree on the decision, they disagree 
on the reason for the decision. That is, outcome optimization and robust satisficing 
are normatively and prescriptively different: the standard of what constitutes a good 
decision is different, and the actual decision that is made can be different. We illus-
trate how robust satisficing is operationalized in a subsequent historical example.

Summary of Formal Conclusions and Comparison to the Prisoner’s Dilemma

The prisoner’s dilemma has been fruitfully applied to deterrence and other military 
decisions under uncertainty.46 The prisoner’s dilemma and the innovation dilemma 
both deal with choice under uncertainty, but they illuminate different aspects of the 
challenge despite a superficial similarity.

In the prisoner’s dilemma (see the table below), if both prisoners remain silent, 
they are both fined lightly. If they both testify, they are both fined heavily. If one 
testifies and the other remains silent, then the first goes free and the second is hanged. 
For each prisoner, testifying is the choice that minimizes the worst outcome, given 
the unknown choice of the other prisoner. This minimum-maximum (min-max) out-
come (heavy fine) is worse than the light fine they would receive if both remain silent. 
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The dilemma for each prisoner is that remaining silent is the most dangerous choice 
(one could get hanged), yet it would have a fairly good outcome if both remain silent 
(light fine).
Table. Prisoner’s dilemma

Prisoner B

Prisoner A

Testify Silent

Testify A: heavy fine
B: heavy fine

A: freedom
B: hanged

Silent A: hanged
B: freedom

A: light fine
B: light fine

An innovation dilemma is the choice between two options, one of which—the 
purportedly better option—could be worse than the other one. This scenario is differ-
ent from the prisoner’s dilemma in which the potentially best option (testifying and 
going free) is not also the potentially worst option (remaining silent and being 
hanged). So the prisoner’s dilemma is not an innovation dilemma, and an innovation 
dilemma is not a prisoner’s dilemma—but the difference is not only structural.

The info-gap analysis of an innovation dilemma begins by recognizing the se-
vere uncertainty of one’s knowledge (what we have called the model), leading to three 
conclusions. First, model-based predictions are unreliable; hence, prioritization of the 
options according to model-based predictions is also unreliable (represented by the 
horizontal intercepts of the robustness curves in figure 5). Second, as a consequence, 
the decision maker must ask what is the worst acceptable outcome (different from 
asking what is the best outcome consistent with one’s knowledge). Third, if the puta-
tively better option is also more uncertain, then the other option will be more robust 
to uncertainty if the outcome requirement is not too demanding (the robustness 
curves in figure 5 cross one another). Again, the innovation dilemma is a choice be-
tween two options, one of which—the purportedly better option—is more uncertain 
and could be worse than the other one. The info-gap resolution of the dilemma is to 
select the option that most robustly satisfies the decision maker’s outcome require-
ment.

The prisoner’s dilemma highlights the difference between individual and collec-
tive rationality or between selfish and altruistic behavior. The prisoner’s dilemma 
demonstrates how uncertainty can inhibit cooperation that otherwise would be mu-
tually beneficial. The innovation dilemma reveals the reversal of preference between 
options resulting from the robust advantage of the suboptimal option for achieving 
some critical outcomes. The info-gap analysis of robustness shows that outcome op-
timization can be more vulnerable to uncertainty than suboptimal satisficing of a 
critical goal.
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Both the prisoner’s dilemma and the innovation dilemma highlight deficiencies 
of the min-max or worst-case decision strategy, but in different ways. In the prisoner’s 
dilemma, the worst that can happen if one testifies is a heavy fine, which is less oner-
ous than the worst that can happen if one keeps silent (being hanged). Testifying 
minimizes the maximum penalty and is the min-max choice. That choice, though, 
differs from the collaborative selection that would result in a better outcome for all 
(light fine). The altruistic or group-conscious decision maker should not use the min-
max strategy, assuming all other decision makers are like-minded.

One can understand the min-max choice for an innovation dilemma by refer-
ring to figure 2. At large uncertainty, the worst that happens with IW is better than 
the worst that happens with NIW, so IW minimizes the worst outcome and is the 
min-max choice. However, that choice may not be the most robust one for attaining 
a specified outcome. For example, suppose that the analyst agrees that the uncertainty 
is large. But suppose that the decision maker must deliver an outcome that is better 
(smaller) than the value on the horizontal axis at which the curves intersect in figure 
2. The min-max choice is IW while NIW is more robust against uncertainty for 
achieving the required quality of outcome. In this case, the min-max optimum and 
the robust optimum do not agree. The decision maker charged with producing an 
outcome better than the crossing value should not use the min-max strategy even 
though the uncertainty is large.

Historical Example of Uncertainty and Deterrence: Six-Day War 
(Israeli Decision to Attack)

A historical case demonstrates how the innovation dilemma provides a pre-
scriptive model for decision making. Figure 5 is the graphical paradigm. NIW is the 
preferred option based on the best available but highly uncertain information and 
understanding. If this information and understanding (the model) were correct, then 
IW would entail greater loss. However, the model is uncertain—and more so for 
NIW than for IW. Thus, while NIW is purportedly better, it could lead to a worse 
outcome than IW. This dilemma is portrayed in the graphical metaphor of figure 5 by 
the crossing robustness curves. The dilemma is resolved by choosing the option that 
would lead to an acceptable outcome over the widest range of unknowns—by choos-
ing the option that most robustly satisfies the critical outcome requirement.

The Israeli decision to initiate war on 5 June 1967 against an array of Arab states 
provides a good example of decision making in the face of an innovation dilemma. 
We analyze the options to initiate war (IW) or to not initiate war (NIW) from the 
perspective of Israeli decision makers. The claim is not that the decision makers actu-
ally reasoned this way but that this reasoning is implementable and instrumentally 
justifiable.
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The Model in Support of IW

Tensions grew among Israel, Syria, Egypt, and subsequently Jordan and other Arab 
countries in mid-May 1967. Exchange of fire between Israel and Syria in the north 
had occurred repeatedly over the years and intensified in April due to Israeli and 
Syrian disputes over agricultural use of demilitarized zones, Syrian support of terror-
ist actions against Israel, and operations to divert sources of the Jordan River in Syr-
ian and Lebanese territory to bypass Israel. Egyptian president Nasser responded, in 
support of Syria, with a series of threatening actions on Israel’s southern border. On 
18 May, Egypt demanded the immediate departure of the United Nations Emer-
gency Force stationed in the Sinai desert since the end of the 1956 Sinai war, to 
which UN secretary-general U Thant acquiesced with little resistance. Egypt then 
began a massive buildup of infantry, armor, and airpower in the Sinai, partly deployed 
offensively and close to the Israel-Egypt border. Syria and Jordan mobilized mas-
sively, together with significant troop movements to the theater from Iraq and other 
Arab countries. On 22 May, Egypt announced the closure of the Straits of Tiran to 
Israeli shipping. The United States tried to enlist maritime countries in the Regatta 
Plan to sail through the Straits of Tiran, accompanied by destroyers from the Sixth 
Fleet, asserting international rights of free passage. Regatta never materialized. On 
30 May, Egypt and Jordan signed a mutual defense pact allowing Egyptian forces to 
operate from Jordan and placing Jordanian forces under Egyptian command, creating 
a strategic threat close to the main Israeli population centers.47 Arab public opinion 
and leadership pronouncements vigorously expressed the desire to change the status 
quo: to liberate Palestine and to eliminate the State of Israel.48

The Model in Support of NIW

The Egyptian force buildup in the Sinai during May 1967 seemed closely parallel to 
Operation Retama in February 1960. Egypt brought two divisions to the Sinai fol-
lowing escalation between Syria and Israel in early 1960. In response, Israel rushed 
reinforcements to the south, placed its air force on alert, and began diplomatic ex-
changes to assure all parties that Israel had no offensive intentions against Syria or 
Egypt. Tensions ran very high until Nasser removed Egyptian forces from Sinai late 
in February 1960 and declared that he had saved Syria from war with Israel, thereby 
strengthening his stature as a pan-Arab leader. The situation in May 1967 looked 
similar, and Egyptian moves were widely understood—at least at first—as demon-
strative but not expressing actual desire for war. Furthermore, Israeli strategy in 1967 
was predicated on big-power support. President Charles de Gaulle rebuffed Israeli 
approaches, and President Lyndon Johnson repeatedly asserted that “Israel will not 
be alone unless it decides to go it alone,” clarifying US unwillingness to support an 
Israeli initiation of war either verbally or materially, thus supporting NIW.49 Finally, 
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Israeli strategy sought to maintain the status quo by virtue of the existence of a vast 
deterrent force. As long as Israeli deterrence is effective, NIW is preferred.50

Uncertainty, the Innovation Dilemma, and Analysis of Robustness

If the model of NIW is correct, then IW would initiate an unnecessary war, so NIW 
is seemingly preferable. In figure 5, the robustness curve for NIW intersects the 
horizontal axis at a lower (better) value of “maximum tolerable damage” than the 
curve for IW.

The uncertainty in the NIW model is prodigious, especially regarding Egyptian 
intentions in 1967 and the strength of the parallel to Operation Retama in 1960. The 
Arab military deployment in 1967 far exceeded that in 1960, so even if this reflected 
Nasser’s hand being forced by circumstances in 1967, the possibility of an Arab IW 
was not negligible. An Arab IW on the small number of highly vulnerable Israeli 
airfields could be disastrous for Israeli ability to repulse a three-front invasion.51 In 
other words, the actual damage resulting from even moderate error in the NIW model 
could far exceed the putative damage of the alternative—IW.

The uncertainty in the IW model hinges on uncertainty about foreign support 
and on the Israeli assessment that a surprise Israeli attack would succeed rapidly. 
Quick success would obviate the need for diplomatic support (primarily from the 
United States) and for materiel from foreign powers (primarily France and Britain) 
during the conflict. Confidence in such success eroded somewhat as time passed and 
the Arab military deployment strengthened. The Arab deployment was enormous, 
but deficiencies in Egyptian logistics, training, and command structure supported the 
Israeli assessment. Uncertainty about foreign, especially US, support was prominent.

The uncertainty in the IW model is substantially less than in the NIW model. 
In figure 5, the IW robustness curve is much steeper than the NIW curve, indicating 
that IW is less vulnerable to uncertainty. Thus, even at moderate uncertainty, the 
maximum damage that could result is less from IW than from NIW. The innovation 
dilemma is that NIW is ostensibly better but more uncertain and hence potentially 
worse than IW. Graphically, the dilemma is reflected in the robustness curves cross-
ing one another in figure 5.

Israeli defense minister Moshe Dayan, Israeli chief of staff Yitzhak Rabin, and 
most members of the Israel Defense Force General Staff supported a preemptive 
strike against Egyptian forces to gain the advantage of air superiority by eliminating 
the Egyptian air force and crippling the massive offensive Arab deployment. On 4 
June, 12 of 14 Israeli cabinet ministers voted to initiate war the following morning.52 
This decision follows the logic of robust satisficing: choosing the option that will lead 
to an acceptable outcome despite vast uncertainty. One can imagine, counterfactually, 
that the cabinet would have chosen NIW if it had felt that the model supporting this 
option was fairly certain. However, this putative first choice was rejected (after several 
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agonizing weeks) in favor of the IW option that would lead (or so Israel hoped) to 
lower loss despite the surprises yet to be encountered. We are not imputing a specific 
mode of reasoning to the Israeli decision makers. Rather, the claim is that the robust-
satisficing methodology was an implementable method of analysis that could have 
been used in this historical case.

Theoretical Application: 
Does Uncertainty Increase the Propensity for War?

In the previous section, we saw how decision makers could have used info-gap 
robust satisficing in a historical situation. We now consider how the info-gap ro-
bust-satisficing decision strategy can guide theoretical analysis in support of decision 
making.

A state must choose between two prototypical strategies: NIW (no initiation of 
war) or IW (initiation of war). The purported optimal preference—based on the 
available model—is for NIW over IW. The propensity for war increases if the pro-
pensity for preference reversal from NIW to IW is increased by uncertainty. Suppose 
that one or both protagonists’ perceptions change between an overall low level to an 
overall high level of uncertainty. For example, when the United States discovered a 
small number of nuclear warheads in Cuba in 1962, US uncertainty regarding Soviet 
intentions increased greatly. We examine how an increase in uncertainty influences 
the robustness curves for these two strategies.

Consider, first, a special case: uncertainty of NIW increases without increased 
uncertainty of IW. New nuclear capability in unstable countries, for example, raises 
the possibility of IW on their part, so NIW by a traditional power has more uncertain 
outcome.53 The uncertainty is severe because a small regional power with limited 
nuclear capability might argue that a superpower would “deter itself from using nu-
clear weapons because of the prospect of collateral damage to the region.”54 NIW can 
also become uncertain if new defensive technology is ambiguous and could be inter-
preted offensively by an adversary. For instance, President Ronald Reagan’s Strategic 
Defense Initiative could protect US offensive missiles or US cities. The former is 
defensive: missiles are protected for use in retaliatory strikes. The latter is offensive: 
missiles are not defended because they are intended for first strikes and cities are 
defended against retaliation. The ambiguity could make adversarial IW more likely.55 
In these examples, uncertainty surrounding IW by the traditional power is not 
changed.

Figure 6 shows robustness curves for this situation. The robustness of IW is 
unchanged, but that of NIW is reduced because of increased uncertainty of NIW. The 
maximum acceptable damage up to which NIW is robust-preferred is reduced: Dx

hi is 
smaller than Dx

lo. Consequently, a reversal of robust preference from the reputed  
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optimum—NIW—to robust preference for IW occurs at a lower damage threshold 
due to increased uncertainty in NIW. The latter condition causes greater tendency for 
the selection of IW and therefore an increased tendency for war. This tendency is 
further strengthened because, over the range of critical damage for which NIW is 
more robust than IW, the robustness of NIW is lower because of high uncertainty.

Robustness to
uncertainty

D× D×
Max tolerable damage

hi lo

IW
Low
uncertainty

High
uncertainty

NIWlo

NIWhi

Figure 6. Robustness curves: increased uncertainty of NIW

Now consider the reverse special case: increased uncertainty of IW without in-
creased uncertainty of NIW (fig. 7). Comparing this graph with figure 6 shows a re-
verse direction of change. In figure 7, the threshold for preference reversal from NIW 
to IW increases as uncertainty increases: Dx

hi is larger than Dx
lo—the reverse of figure 

6. Furthermore, in figure 7, when NIW is more robust than IW, the robustness ad-
vantage increases because uncertainty in IW increased, unlike the depiction in figure 
6.

Robustness to
uncertainty

Max tolerable damage
D×

hiD×
lo

NIWLow
uncertainty

High
uncertainty

IWlo IWhi

Figure 7. Robustness curves: increased uncertainty of IW

In summary, we cannot conclude that greater uncertainty will necessarily 
strengthen, or necessarily weaken, the propensity for preference reversal from NIW 
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to IW and thus increase the propensity for war, as is sometimes claimed. IW and 
NIW are influenced in opposite directions by uncertainty. However, the analysis 
identifies those aspects of a scenario determining the impact of uncertainty. The ana-
lyst must assess the counteracting effects of uncertainty on the two options—NIW 
and IW.

Our discussion is purely qualitative; magnitudes of these tendencies cannot be 
deduced. Nonetheless, the monotonicity and shifts of the robustness curves, due to 
elevated uncertainty, are unambiguous. The tendencies that we deduced hold for all 
robustness curves.

Conclusion
We summarize our analysis by returning briefly to the stylized example dis-

cussed earlier. Consider conflict between two states. One state, initially deterred from 
war, must choose between NIW and IW when this choice is an innovation dilemma: 
NIW purportedly has a better outcome than IW, but NIW is far more uncertain. 
Reversal of preference to IW reflects loss of deterrence by the other state. The info-
gap robust-satisficing decision methodology for managing an innovation dilemma is 
to choose the option that is more robust-to-uncertainty for realizing a specified goal.

Figure 5 is the schematic graphical representation of this dilemma in terms of 
robustness curves when NIW is purportedly the better choice so that preference re-
versal constitutes loss of deterrence. The graphs do not represent quantitative analysis. 
They are a metaphor of the concept of preference reversal that can arise in response 
to uncertainty. The graphs support judgment and deliberation in reaching a decision.

If the analyst requires that the level of damage be less than the value at which 
the two options are equally vulnerable to uncertainty (Dx,where the robustness curves 
in fig. 5 cross one another), then NIW is preferred over IW. In this case, the pur-
ported optimum, NIW, is also the more robust option. However, if the analyst is 
willing to accept greater damage, then greater robustness to uncertainty is achieved 
with IW. The putatively better option is not necessarily the most robust (and hence 
preferred) option. The anticipated best option is not necessarily the most robust for 
reaching specified goals.

The robustness curves in figure 5 are schematic, and we don’t expect analysts to 
be able to evaluate them numerically or to make a quantitative comparison between 
a numerical value of Dx and an explicit value for maximum acceptable damage. The 
innovation dilemma is real even though it is not quantitative, and the choice of an 
option can rationally be made by qualitative verbal deliberation. We can expect that 
in some situations, an analyst will choose IW over NIW—as in the Israeli decision in 
1967—by arguing that this action is the most reliable and responsible in light of the 
vast uncertainties, especially those associated with NIW. In such situations, deter-
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rence has been lost due to the impact of uncertainty. In other situations, the purport-
edly better but more uncertain option, NIW, may be chosen. Finally, in some situa-
tions, no decision is made, or conflicting decisions are adopted for institutional or 
other reasons.

A theoretical paradigm, such as info-gap robust satisficing, is neither sufficient 
nor necessary for military success, as Harold Winton concludes in his study of Gen 
George Patton and Gen Ulysses Grant.56 However, “to a mind that artfully combines 
discipline with intuition, theory offers the opportunity to roam freely back and forth 
between the general and the particular.”57 Theory supports deliberation and decision.

Deliberation takes place, conceptually, on both axes of schema such as figure 5. 
The analyst makes judgments about how bad an outcome one can accept (or, equiva-
lently, how good an outcome is required) and about how much uncertainty is tolerable. 
These judgments use models: historical precedent, theoretical insight, contextual 
understanding, data, social or organizational values and goals, and decisions about 
reliability or uncertainty of the previous elements. This analysis is particularly useful 
when one faces an innovation dilemma: one option seems better than another (based 
on available models), but the apparently better option is also more uncertain. Like all 
dilemmas, an innovation dilemma has horns, but these can be managed systemati-
cally with an info-gap robust-satisficing analysis.
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